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Abstract 

FOP beam Orbit C?.lC”lati”“S and magnet 
installation the Spatial distribution Of the magnetic 
field inside an accelerator magnet has to be PefePPed 
to external fid”CialS or monuments. I” the TeYatr”” 
s”perco”ducting dipole magnets. a vertical wire loop 
~Wil.%m C”il) inside the warm iron laminations was 
use* for aligning me diPeCt.io” Of the field with 
external fiducials. This scheme is not feasible with 
cold iron magnets, like the ssc dipole magnets. 
Therefore, a pIW2&“i-t? using tra”sfw.? between 
fid”CidlS in the iron lami*ationS to me crycxtat 
external mO”“me”tS is used. This pPOCed”Pe can be 
simplified if fiducial3 at-e used just fop centwing 
the coil and an electrical gauge that measures the 
angle between the field and the YertiCal is uSed for 
field alignment. This gauge is also used to verify 
the nanexistence or twist and iPPeg”laPitieS due to 
tOOli”g i.e., fabPicati0” quality Co”trol. 

m,ge DesCPiptio" 

me gauge deSCPibed here has some similarities 
with the one dweloped by c. snie3 and R. Kresse.' It 
"*es a permanent magnet for detecting the direction Of 
the magnetic field (like a compass) and an 
electrolytic bubble le"el sellaor r-or meaS"Ping this 
permanent magnet angle with respect to the vertical. 

me permanent magnet, mounted on jewelled 
gimbals, is available commercially.’ This gimbals 
system is modified and attached to me c-10 en* cap 
of a cylindrical G-10 tube in such a way that the axis 
Of rotation “f the magnet is perpendicular to the axis 
Of the c-10 tube <see Fig. 1). The axis Of rotation 
Of me magnet is helli in a rotatable frame which 
pivots around an axis parallel to the axis Of the c-10 
tube, therefore, pwallel to the beam trajectory in 
the dipole magnet to be measured. FOP a vertical 
magnetic field the pemanent magnet Will be Vertical 
and the rotatable frame ‘Will be hc’r-izmtal. me 
eleCtPOly.tiC bubble level’ is glued to this frame and 
senses its deviation from the horizontal which is used 
as the measure of deviation of the dipole magnetic 
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field from the vertical. A set Of weights and counter 
weights, not Shown in Figwe I, had to be attached to 
the P”tatab1-E rrame in order to bring its centw Of 
gravity in line with the axis that supports it or 
slightly below it. me easy motion Of the electrolyte 
liquid in the bubble level sensoll makes this 
mechanical balancing adjustment a rathcx sensitive 
operation and the use Of a twOida bubble leYel 
S~“SOP’ might simplify this operation. 
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Fig. 1. Probe schenat.ic 

it was found that the orie”Latio” Of the probe 
had a” effect on the OUtpUt reading Of me level. The 
effect was StPOngly reduced with the elininatio” Of 
some magnetic material (nickel plating or the Twinax 
connector. and elimination Of an iron based ground 
lug), and by using 851 copper wire f”P the thPee leads 
connecting the bubble level S~~SOP to the Tuinax 
cOnneCtor in the CO”tdi”W. Eve” with these 
impPOYement3 the pPObe had to be kept oriented within 
15 degrees. 

In order to keep ais prwb2 properly 
orientated while pulling it through an SSC dipole 
magnet, a set or aluminum Pods l/2” in diameteP and 
72” 1”“s were made. These rods were drilled with l/8” 
diameteP holes spaced 70” apart on parallel diameters. 
Aluminum pins 1” long were then pressed into these 
holes. Special couplers pPO”ided with ttveads, nuts, 
anI3 Parallel Slots to acc”mmO*ate the al”min”m pins 
were uSed to connect these rods. Keeping close 
tolerance on me pin alignments permitted very gm* 
angular Cmlt.P”l Of the probe by an operator at the far 
end Of the magnet. See Fig. *. Fiberglass-reinfarced 
ter1an tape around the coup1ers and the G-10 tube Of 
the probe Ped”Ced the friction 2” the beam tube wall 
or the dipole magnet. GPaduatio” “arks along me set 
of rods and couplers permitted the position of the 
probe within the dipole magnet to be determined. 

me electrolytic bubble level, electrically, 
can be thought or as a pOte”tiometeP to be used with 
AC excitation. TO minimize the “umber Of leads, a 
bridge circuit was formed with a “zero adjustment’r 
potentiometer at the far end Of a 21 m long shielded 
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Fig. 2. Coupling for probe handling rods, 

(twisted pair Belde" 119452) came. It was Pound that 
the physical placement Of tile cable did not affect the 
balance condition, but that the deviation from 
equilibrium was not just resistive. I" OPdW to 
detect the direction Of U"!XlaWe, an AD630 
synchronous demodulator chip triggered worn me audio 
excitation was used. At the present stage Of 
dwelopment a" external excitation SO"PCe and a" 
external digital voltmeter are used. Figure 3 shaws 
the SCh.mmliC diagram of the eleCtPO"iCS. 

Fig. 3. Schematic of eleCtPO”iCS 

I” actual data collection, 3 channel* Of a 
~~3467.0 logging multimete~ were used fop recording 
magnet CUPPent, magnet YOlta8e and probe OUtpUt. me 
amplitude or the INTERSTATE F64 I-unction &snerator 
excitLation S""rCe (l!l, 1kHZ) was alsO monitored. The 
"aPiati"n Of the source amplitude was smaller than 18 
and not COnSidered in COPPeCtin&? the probe OUtpUt. 
me CUPrent (lOA) and voltage aCPOSS the dipole 
magnet. was use* to mO"ltoP its PeSiSta"Ce and 
therefore its temperature. 

A” electPOmag”et *Porn the *2ntiproton source 
(20 in. BumpeP) with a 15”X15”X20” U%sf”l field volume 
was USed for calibration. This magnet was installed 
an a plate supported by 3 adjustable screws, two of 
which are parallel to the probe axis. A WyleP 
electronic level gauge was used to measure me 
inclination of the LOP S"l-face Of the magnet 
lXBi".3tiO"S. The assumption is made that this surface 
is perpendicular to the direction Of the field. which 
is solely determined by the laminations. This gauge. 
is sensitive to 1 arc second. 

Calibration curves before and after the set of 
measurements in DO002 are show” in Fig. 4. 
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Fig. 4 Calibration CUPY~S 

The vertical tilt profile of the dipole magnet 
is Obtained by pulling the probe through tne beam tube 
and stopping e”ePy 3” for‘ a measurement. Inscribed 
marks (3" apart) along the set of handle Pods and 
Coupler3 are USed to position the probe. TWO passes 
al-e made with the probe, one with the pmbe pointing 
toward me leaa end Of the dipole magnet and one with 
the prObe pointing away from it. This yields 
symmetric pPOfileS or Slg”at”l‘eS useful for 
compensating the zeIl0 “ffset in the Caliwation or” the 
probe. SUEh a set for magnet DOOO, is Shown in 
Fig. 5. me lack Of perfect symmetry is not due so 
much to the Pepmducibility a* the probe as to the 
different positions Of the sampling points in each 
pass. me natural fid"Ci?JlS against Which the 3" 
marking3 were adjusted were not neces*arily Separated 
by a multiple Of 3". me paper tape OUtpUt from the 
"altmeter along with the probe p05ltim PecoPded by 
the operator is entwed into a computer far processing 
and plotting. FOP the ssc dipole magnet OOOOl the 
average (actually half Of the s"btraction1 Of bath 
passes is Compared with its NMR scans in Fig. 6. Nat 
much Of a correlation is evident. 
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Fig. 6. “ertlcal tilt and transfer functions CNMR) 
pPOfileS Of magnet DOOOl. 
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Fig. 7. Vertical tilt profiles of 4 SSC dipole magnets 
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